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Umbrella
Wax Mannequin

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             UMBRELLA - Wax Mannequin
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by:Dylan
E-mail:vhabyeryemyennahyah_corbe@hotmail.com

Tuning:standard

I would love to play this song the way it was intended but I suck at picking so
here are 
the chords. For different parts of the song I like to play bar chords as opposed
to 
regular ones (like in the chorus)

Aadd9   |x07657|
A7add9  |x06657|
Amaj7   |x05657|
A       |577655|
F#m     |244222|
Bm      |224432|
Bm7     |224232|
E       |022100|
G       |355433|

e|-----------------------|
b|-----------------------|
g|-----------------------|
d|-----------------------|
a|0----------------------|
E|--------------0--2--4--|

Aadd9
day day day day day
day day day day day
day day day day day
day day day

Verse
Aadd9       A7add9         Amaj7       F#m
this gentle breeze invites umbrellas
Bm          Bm7               E
you feel it tugging on your umbrella
A+9         A7+9           Amaj7     F#m
this gentle breeze invites umbrellas
Bm          Bm7                E
you feel it tugging on your umbrella



G         A
um--------brell-ah-ah-ah-ah

Chorus
D                         A
we mark with water softly folding over time
Bm                                  F#m
with out trains of steaming thought with our instruments
G                          D
watch the stream swell and rise
        A    Bm    F#m   G-A
mmm mmm mmm

A+9            A7+9       Amaj7     F#m
this storm has taken your umbrella
Bm                Bm7         E
i know it whisked away your umbrella
A+9           A7+9        Amaj7    F#m
this storm has taken your umbrella
Bm                Bm7         E
i know it whisked away your umbrella
G           A
um----------brell-ah-ah-ah-ah

i tried to fold the ticket as small as it would go
more than eight times sevens all i got and that was dense
that last fold took real strength

mmm mm mmm
mmm
dah
dah

mmm

in rusted webs lay your umbrella
torn spidery arms exposed your umbrella
in rusted webs lay your umbrella
torn spidery arms exposed your umbrella
um-brell-ah-ah-ah-ah

D                           A
im curled beneath the river as tight as i can go
Bm                                    F#m
pillow wrapped around reminds me that thereâ€™s one thing left to do
G
i might do that thing
A
i might do that thing
B



tomorrow

************************************

| /   slide up
| \   slide down
| H   hammer-on
| p   pull-off
| ~   vibrato
| +   harmonic
| x   Mute note
| B   Bend
| pb  Pre-bend
| br  Bend release
| pbr Pre-bend release
| brb Bend release bend

************************************


